
We are 

humbled and encouraged     

vehicles of service  

awaiting a safe time

with

productive       resilience

in collaboration 

through unity

including sacrifice 

uncertainty 

learning to de-escalate 

virtually 

facing      fatigue

tedium

awareness with gratitude

introspection

constructive    inner/outer

work

a humbled collective

Blessings

Refurbished website: eugenefriendsmeeting.org

Through zoom we extended our circle of worship

Zoom reduced carbon footprints

Financial sustainability despite challenges
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Obstacles

Sometimes our opinions bumped into each other

Said and heard

"I love this meeting."

"We are here to preserve the silence." 

"I wish for a return to normalcy and common sense."

"I am lifted by my service to this meeting." 

"We are committed to each other and our

community!"
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We adapted with spirit and
with care....

The ad hoc pandemic-era Community

Continuation Committee (CCC) dove into

government health recommendations and

guided by Spirit addressed use of the

Meetinghouse and grounds, creating

protocols, forms and timelines; training

health monitors; purchasing air purifiers

and installing ethernet to potentially join 

in-person weekly Meeting for Worship

through Zoom. 

Outdoor in-person Meetings for Worship

were held on the Meetinghouse grounds

August-November. The Children's program

continues to meet monthly outdoors.

We gathered on zoom and
outdoors....

We had 9:00 & 11:00 Sunday zoom meetings

for worship that had regular devoted attenders. 

Friends started an 11:00 outdoor walking

worship at the nearby wooded Masonic

cemetery, which has met weekly to nourish the

need to worship together in person. 

We tried to balance the fierce concern for the

health and safety of our community with the

urgent longing for in-person Meeting. We

made our decisions as a community following

Friend's process with concerted efforts to hear

out and address concerns as a Meeting. 

Teachings

Resilience workshop

Quaker world family of Friends monthly study 

Anti-racism workshop

Black poetry appreciation

Aromatherapy makers group

De-escalation training

Service and support 

Wildfire victims

Black Lives Matter 

Quaker Baker deliveries to unhoused neighbors

Peace locally/peace in the middle east

Health and safety for all during the pandemic

Jr. Friends food & clothing drive for unhoused



Welcoming remodel for ADA accessibility and 

   gender-neutral water closets

Extra time to beautify and care for our grounds

Continued caring efforts toward each other

Monitored solar panel efficiency

Spirit

We are anchored in the sanctuary of the meeting. 

This past year will not slip by unnoticed or lost in our memories. 

It was not a time to stay in our regular habits of life, worship, study, or relationships. 

We were forced off the paths of familiar, going into many unplanned directions. 

We forged new paths independently and together. 

It was not predictable. We will be different from this experience and in some ways the same. 

Our beloved community is still here and Spirit is still moving through us.

Winter retreat

“Reflecting on the Past, Being in the

Present, and Finding Hope for the Future:

How is the Divine at work in our lives?"

Guests joined from near and far on zoom

for this retreat. Our guest speaker was Carl

Magruder. One exercise involved writing a

lamentation. This proved to be well

received and productive. Break-out

worship sharing groups led to deep

discussions. Carl gave us spiritual tools to

dig down deep and connect with Spirit to

find hope. 

Projects

Arrivals/departures

Baby Aldo was born to Carrie and Jeff Mack.

Mary Ann Petersen became a member.

Steve Deutsch, Mary Dwan, Mary Lou Goertzen,

and Herb Kinney passed. 

Grounds crew work party


